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This project blends standard peyote stitch, using size 8 delicas and half tilas, with a couple of 
additional steps to create a watch band style bracelet with a wide variety of color combinations. 
Two quarter tilas may be substituted for the half tila for even more color/pattern options. 

Use your thread of choice, keeping in mind that it must be able to make 2 passes through the 
half tila beads. Using a Sharps needle, I tried Micro C-Lon and Fireline for this project. KO and 
Hanna threads would also be good choices.  
Note: Pull your thread taught but not too tight to minimize rippling. 

Ingredients  
● Button with Stitch-in Connector and .5mm or 1mm Leather, OR 

Crimp End Connectors with a Clasp and Jump Rings 
● Micro C-Lon, Fireline, or KO or Hana Thread 
● 8/0 Miyuki Delicas  
● Half Tila or Quarter Tilas  
● 11/0 Miyuki Seed Beads 
● Size 10 Sharps Needle 
● Beeswax  
● Zap Glue or E6000 
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Rows 1 - 5 
Step 1 
Start by cutting and waxing about 2 yards of thread. You will need to add thread about halfway 
through, so use a length that is comfortable/manageable for you. Add a stopper bead, leaving 
a 12" tail. Complete a minimum of 5 rows of standard peyote stitch using 8/0 Delicas. Follow 
the Peyote mantra: pick up a bead, skip a bead, go through the next bead.  
Watch Kate and Emily's Facebook Live on YouTube for fun and expert instructions.  

 
From this point forward: Pick up the yellow beads; pass through the blue beads 

Row 6 
Step 2 - Note which side your stopper bead is on when you begin. It will help you keep track of 
the direction of your stitching, especially if you flip your work as you stitch. 
Step 3 - pick up Delica #16, skip a bead, pass through Delica #15. 
Step 4 - pick up a Half Tila (#17), skip a bead, pass through Delica #14 (Consider each hole of 
the Tila as a separate bead.) 
Step 5 - pick up Delica #18, skip a bead, pass through Delica #13 
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Row 7 
Step 6 - pick up Delica #19, skip a bead, pass through Delica #18 
Step 7 - pick up a Half Tila (#20), skip a bead, pass through bottom hole of Half Tila #17 
(This will be tight and seems like the wrong thread path but keep going...it straightens itself 
out.) 
Step 8 - pick up Delica #21, skip a bead, pass through a Delica #16 

 

  
Row 8 
Step 9 - pick up Delica #22, skip a bead, pass through Delica #21 
Step 10 - stitch through the top hole of the Half Tila #23 (you’re using the top hole of the half 
tila so you don’t pick up a new bead), pass through the bottom hole of the next Half Tila, #20.  
Step 11 - pick up Delica #24, skip a bead, pass through Delica #19 
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Row 9 
Step 12 - Pick up a Delica #25, skip a bead, pass through a Delica #24, and the top hole of the 
Half Tila #26. As above, you’re using the top hole of the Half Tila so you don’t pick up a new 
bead. 
Step 13 - Pick up a Half Tila #27, and Delica #28, then stitch through the last Delica #22, in the 
row.  You will notice that the beads are not connected.  They will be in the next step! 

 

Row 10 
Step 14 - (Loop around 4 Delicas to connect) Pick up Delica #29, skip a bead, pass through 
the next Delica #28 
Step 15 - Drop down to Delica in the row below, #21, pass back through and out the Delica at 
the end of that row, #22 
Step 16 - Stitch back through the original Delica added in Row 10, #29  
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Row 10 continued... 
Step 17 - Stitch back through the Delica #28 and 2 Half Tilas, #27 and #26 
Step 18 - Pick up Delica #30, and pass through Delica #25 

 
.  
Repeat Rows 7 - 10 or Steps 6 - 18 until you reach your desired length, generally 5-6” 
depending on your choice of closure. You must end on Steps 17 and 18 in order to easily 
transition back to standard peyote with Delicas only. 

 

Complete 4 additional rows to match the other end of your bracelet.  Additional Delicas may be 
added to either end if a longer length is needed.  A Button and/or Stitch-In Connector may be 
added at this point. 11/0 seed beads may be used to fill in the gaps for a finished end.  Weave 
thread off through the delicas only. Again, your exact length will depend on your choice of 
closure. If your bracelet is a little wavy, lay it on your bead mat and massage it to relax and 
even out the stitches.  It will also relax after wearing.  
Please view the 10/7/20 Facebook Live where Kate demonstrates several options for finishing 
a bracelet.  

Experiment with colors and try adding a picot or other decorative edge. Happy beading! 
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